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The adjustment of cross-tabulated sampled data to fit known marginal totals is a problem that has been the subject of some articles in the statistical literature (e.g., Deming and Stephan [2] , Feinberg [3] , and Kullback [7] ). This problem occurs, for example, in sampling situations where a complete count of certain characteristics for an individual is obtained and cross-tabulations of these characteristics based upon sampled information are required. A second type of problem occurs when forecasting multivariate models such as input-output models of an economic situation, where the individual sectors are to be adjusted after estimating the more stable marginal totals.
Solutions to the adjustment problem have been proposed which' not only satisfy the marginal totals but also retain the relationships of the observed data as measured by a statistical criterion. Since closed form solutions to these problems are not obtainable, iterative convergent procedures have been developed from which approximate solutions are obtained. Presented here is a reformulation of the problem as an integer transportation problem with a convex separable cost function. This representation demonstrates the relationships between some statistical optimization problems and mathematical programming procedures. By appropriately defining the cost function, any of the proposed statistical criteria can be represented and estimates can be obtained which maximize (minimize) the criterion and satisfy the marginal constraints. Thus, instead of considering separate problems, a general model is formulated which encompasses all previously related problems and estimates are obtained from a general algorithm which satisfies exactly the statistical criterion in a finite number of iterations.
The ensuing discussion will be in terms of an r 
The estimated population cell frequencies {N4) are obtained from the computed {xq} terms. Furthermore, the bivariate probability estimates can be computed as P. HI PUJ (6) 11 In! i== i=1 j=1 subject to the marginal density constraints. Equation (6) can be written in the form of (1) by recognizing that the estimates which maximize it also maximize r c E E n, log(x, + na).
i= 1 j= Ireland and Kullback [6] estimate the joint probability function by minimizing the discrimination information number between the derived density function and the sampled density function. This is obtained by generating estimates which satisfy the marginal constraints and minimize the discrimination information number defined 
One can show that an optimal solution to this problem (which is not a classical transportation problem any more) is necessarily integral. Thus, optimal integer solutions to problems (5), (7) and (9) can now be obtained using any simplex-based algorithm. A more efficient way might be to use the Graves-Thrall method [4] for capacitated transportation problems with convex separable costs. Another attractive alternative would be to use one of the transportation or network algorithms designed for convex costs. Better than all of these would probably be a slightly modified specialization of Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition [1] , [5] for separable programming.
